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On the Structure of Cohomology Groups attached
to the Integral of Certain Many.Valued
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By Michitake KITA*) and Masatoshi NOUMI**)

(Communicated by K.Ssaku YOSIDA, M. ft. A., March 12, 1982)

O. Introduction. The present note is a brief summary of our
forthcoming paper [7].

Let P (l_]_m)be non-zero polynomials in n complex variables
z=(zx,..., Zn) and A (l_]_m) be linear mappings of a finite dimen-
sional complex vector space V. We consider the connection form
o Y, A(dP/P) which satisfies the integrability condition O.
Let D be the divisor of C defined by P for l]m and D be the
divisor defined by the product P=P...P. We denote by 9 the
sheaf of germs of holomorphic p-forms on the complex manifold
X=C--D. Then the 1-form determines an integrable connection
g on @V as follows"

"=d+A
for each local section of 9,@V. We denote by the complex
local system on X defined by the local horizontal sections of . Let
(D) be the set of rational p-forms which are holomorphic on X;
then we denote by (9"(eD)@V, ) the complex

0 0(D)@V
Since X is affine, by the comparison theorem of Grothendieck and
Deligne we have isomorphisms

Hv(X,) >Hv(9"(D)@V,V) or Ogpn.
After K. Aomoto, we call the complex (9"(D)@V,V) the twisted
rational de Rham complex.

In the present note, we discuss the vanishing theorems for the
twisted rational de Rham cohomology groups HP(9"(D)@V, V) under
certain algebraic conditions on the divisors D (l]gm) and on the
residue matrices A (lg]gm). This type of studies of cohomology
groups of C--D with coefficients in local systems has been made by
K. Aomoto rom the viewpoint of differential equations ([1]-[4]) and
by A. Hattori and T. Kimura from the topological point of view ([5]
and [6]). We extend the results o the papers cited above to complex
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local systems 3o o any rank and to larger classes of divisors than
those defined by linear polynomials. As an application of our method,
we can give a complete description o the cohomology group H(t’(D)
(R)V,F) in the case where D (l_]_m, m_n+l) are hyperplanes in
general position, which gives a positive answer to the conjecture pro-
posed by K. Aomoto [1].

1. Ater K. Saito [8], we say that a rational p-orm in 9(.D)
is generically logarithmic along D if P and Pd are polynomial
orms. We denote by/2(log D) the set of rational p-orms generically
logarithmic along D. Let D={DII_]_m}; then a rational p-orm

in tg(.D) is said to be logarithmic with respect to D i it can be
written in the orm

dP dP’=Z ,, " A... A p., A

where N-min(m, p) and each @;,...; is a polynomial (p-,)-orm or
1_]<. <]<_m. We denote by 9{D the set of rational p-forms
logarithmic with respect to D. We remark that 9{D} is contained
in 9(log D) for O<_p<_n.

Let C[z] be the polynomial ring o n variables z-(z, ..., z) over
C. For a sequence Q,..., Q o polynomials in C[z], we denote by
(dQA... AdQ, Q, ..., Q) the ideal o C[z] generated by Q, ..., Q
and the minors of size r o the Jacobian matrix (Q/3z) (l<_k<_r,
l<i<n). Recall that a sequence Q, ..., Q, o elements o C[z] is said
to be regular if each Q (l<_k<_s) satisfies the ollowing condition" I F
is an element of C[z] such that QF is in the ideal (Q, ..., Q_), then
F itself belongs to (Q, ..., Q_).

Let q be an integer with l<_q<_n+l. Then we say that a set
{P;ll_]<_m} of polynomials in C[z] satisfies the condition C(q) i the
following holds" (1) The height of the ideal (dQA. A dQ, Q, ., Q)
is not less than q for any r polynomials Q,..., Q of {P;ll_]_m}
where l_r_min(m, q-l). (2) Q, ., Q form a regular sequence

for any s polynomials Q, Q of {P; l_]_m} where l_sgmin(m, q).
For convenience, we define the height of the ideal C[z] to be n+ 1.

We remark that both/2"{D} and 9"(log D)are closed under the ex-
terior 4ifferentiation and the exterior product with the 1-orm dP;/P;
for l_]_m; hence we have two logarithmic subcomplexes
(R)V, F’) and (/2"(log D)(R)V, ) of the twisted rational de Rham complex
(/2"(D)(R)V, 7). Then we have

Theorem 1. Suppose that the eigenvalues of the residue matrices
A; (l_]_m) are dif]erent from positive integers.

( i ) If the set {P;ll_]_m} of polynomials satisfies the condition
C(q) for an integer q with 1 <_ q

_
n, then we have natural isomorphisms
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HP(t2"(D)(R)V, V) ")HP(12"(D)(R)V, V) for O<_p<_q-2.
(ii) If the set {P]l<_]<_m} of polynomials satisfies the condition

C(n q- 1), then we have natural isomorphisms

H(12"(D)(R)V, V) ")H(12"(D)(R)V, V) for O<_p<_n.
2. We fix an n-tuple p=(p,..., p)=/=(0,..., 0) of non-negative

integers. Then the p-degree of a monomial z1... z is defined as the
sum/=Y-]= p,a,. A linear combination of monomials of p-degree/
over 12 is called a weighted homogeneous polynomial of weight p of p-
degree p.

Let P (l<_]_<m) be non-zero polynomials in C[z] which are linear
combinations of monomials of p-degree at most l. We denote by P
the weighted homogeneous part of P of p-degree 1 and suppose that
each P is not zero for l<_]<_m. Then we have

Theorem 2. Let q be an integer with l <_q<_n and suppose that
the set {PI l<_]<_m} of weighted homogeneous polynomials satisfies
the condition C(q). Then the following holds"

(i) Let l=Y,%l l. If the eigenvalues of the linear mapping= 1jAj of V are different from the integers l, 1-1, 1-2, ..., then
the cohomology groups H(12"(log D)(R)V, V) vanish for O<_p q.

(ii) If the eigenvalues of the linear mapping Y, lAj of V are

different from non-positive integers O, -1, -2, ..., then the cohomo-
logy groups H’(f2"(D)(R)V, V) vanish for O<_pq.

3. Remarking that J2"(D)(R)V is the union of P-I2"(logD)(R)V
(k 1, 2, ), we have

H(t2"(.D)(R)V, V)= ind. lim H(P-t2"(log D)(R)V, V,)
for O<_p<_n. On the other hand, the subcomplex (P-t2"(log D)(R)V, V)
is isomorphic to the complex (12"(log D)(R)V, V()) where w(k) is the con-
nection form ?=(A-k.id,)(dP/P). Then combining Theorem 2
with the above remarks, we obtain

Main theorem. Let q be an integer with l <_q<_n. Suppose that
the set {Pll<_j<_m} of weighted homogeneous polynomials satisfies
the condition C(q). If the eigenvalues of the linear mapping=lA
of V are different from rational integers, then the twisted rational de
Rham cohomology groups Hp(X, S)=H(t2"(D)(R)V, V) vanish for O<_p
<q.

In the case where D(l<_]<_m,m_n+l) are hyperplanes in
general position, we can determine the n-th cohomology group.

Theorem 3. Let m_nq-1 and let P (l<_]_<m) be linear poly-
nomials such that the hyperplanes D (l<_]<_m)are in general position.

If the eigenvalues of the linear mapping A of V are different
from non-positive integers and those of each A (l<_]<_m) different
from positive integers, then we have
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H(X, 3)=H(9"(D)(R)V, Vo)=0 for O_p_n-1.
Moreover, the n-th cohomology group H(X, S)=H(9"(D)(R)V, V) is
given by

Go(tO(D}(R)V)/oAGo(n-(DV)
where Go(9(D}(R)V) is the complex vector space which consists of all
linear combinations of dP,/P, / / dP/P (1_]... ]_m)
with coecients in V.

Theorem 3 gives a positive answer to the conjecture proposed by
K. Aomoto [1].
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